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Titan Mobile USB Cooling
Stand w/ 60mm Fan

Special Price

$15.99 was

$21.50
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Short Description

This 2 in 1 tablet and phone cooling stand is stylish with its small cube design. It’s not only convenient with its
USB port, but also functional with built-in 6cm fan. When you stand your tablet or phone above, the fan could
take the heat away from the tablet or phone when you use it for a long time or when it is charging. It is the
best choice for heavy users.

Description

TITAN introduces a new concept “cooling anywhere.” We expect to announce the cooling-everywhere concept
with our series of thermal solutions, make cooling art into our life, make our life convenient, especially for
current technology trend, smart phone, tablet PC, or other living appliances. Further, as for heavy users and
charging situation, making devices exhaust its waste heat in order to extend their lives and their efficiency.
This 2 in 1 tablet and phone cooling stand is stylish with its small cube design. It’s not only convenient with its
USB port, but also functional with built-in 6cm fan. When you stand your tablet or phone above, the fan could
take the heat away from the tablet or phone when you use it for a long time or when it is charging. It is the
best choice for heavy users.

Features
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 First 2 in 1 tablet & phone cooling
stand

  Combination with cooling fan and stand

  

 USB interface

 USB interface, plug and play any place
you want

 

  

 Fine metal design with 6cm built-
in fan

  
Fashionable design and aluminum
surface , and no more heat problem
with built-in fan

  

 Scratch prevention

 Rubber stickers to prevent tablet scratch

 

 
  

 Two colors：Silver、Black

  TTC-NF03TZ(SM)
TTC-NF03TZ(BM)
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Specifications

0

Additional Information

Brand Titan

SKU TTC-NF03TZ-D

Weight 0.5000

Color Silver

Fan Dimensions 60mm

Fan Width 10mm

Fan Connection USB

Fan Voltage 5 VDC

Special Price $15.99


